Box it – Place in original box if applicable.

Mark it – Label the box as “Used Toner”

Drop it – Leave the boxes in your mailroom. USPFO “Big-D run” will pick up on a weekly basis.

Do you have used ink & toner cartridges?
Contact the LAARNG QRP Manager to schedule a pickup at your location. Ask about the variety of other items that the LAARNG recycles under the Qualified Recycling Program.

LAARNG QRP Manager
318-290-5273
John.b.frost.nfg@mail.mil

This year an estimated half a billion toner cartridges will be disposed of in landfill sites around the world.

Toner cartridges can be recycled up to 4 times, massively reducing the amount of environmental harm from both manufacture and end-of-life disposal.